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Jansson and Smith (1991, “Design Fixation,” Des. Stud., 12(1), pp. 3–11) demonstrated
that design ﬁxation occurs when an example solution is provided along with a design
problem. After seeing an example concept—even with its ﬂaws pointed out—new designs
often share its features. In Jansson and Smith’s studies, a control group saw no example
and showed less ﬁxation to the example provided only in the other group. However,
another source of ﬁxation from an initial example may arise in the control group from
the designer’s own ﬁrst-generated concept. We conducted a large-scale experiment with
beginning engineers to investigate whether design ﬁxation occurs even without seeing a
provided example. Half of the participants saw an example solution and half were given
no example; instead, they generated their own initial design. Next, all students were individually brainstormed ideas for 30 min. We analyzed both groups’ concepts for ﬁxation
on the ﬁrst solution they saw—either the example provided or their own initial concept.
The results showed that the students provided with an example concept experienced less ﬁxation on the initial example than those in the control group, whose concepts were evaluated
for similarity to their own initial concept. To consider whether ﬁxation on initial examples
(provided or self-generated) might be mitigated, we asked these students to complete a
second (30 min) idea generation phase using Design Heuristics for idea inspiration. The
results showed that both groups experienced less ﬁxation during the second-generation
phase. These ﬁndings suggest that ﬁxation on ﬁrst solutions occurs in individual idea generation arising from both provided examples and self-generated concepts. However, more
divergent idea generation can be facilitated through the use of design tools, such as Design
Heuristics, to mitigate the consequences of design ﬁxation. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4046446]
Keywords: conceptual design, design education, design methodology, creativity and
concept generation, cognitive-based design, generative design

Introduction
In an ideal world, an initial idea generation session results in
plausible design concepts that are varied in nature, providing a
diverse set of possible solutions. If a designer generates more concepts with varied features, the development of novel and innovative
solutions seems likely to ensue [1,2]. However, engineering designers have been shown to struggle with generating multiple alternative
designs and instead tend to focus on a few speciﬁc options early in a
design process [3–6]. As a result, developing a successful solution
may be challenging for designers [7,8].
In particular, design ﬁxation arises when designers become
focused on an initial example early in a design process [9],
leading to limitations in a variety of alternative designs considered.
Recent research has identiﬁed multiple factors within the design
process that can prompt overreliance on pre-existing designs,
example solutions, current designs, and prior knowledge [10,11].
While ﬁxation naturally arises in many cognitive tasks as a result
of associative memory processes [12–14], creativity in design
requires identifying ways to move past ﬁxation to identify divergent
ideas. A wide variety of methods have been examined as ways to
mitigate overreliance on existing designs and current knowledge
[10,15,16].
For beginning designers, learning to generate design concepts is
potentially less impacted by ﬁxation than more advanced designers
because by deﬁnition, they have less prior knowledge in memory to
interfere with new ideas. On the other hand, with a limited repertoire
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of design ideas, beginning engineering students may be at higher
risk of ﬁxation on a solution they see presented as an example,
and so may be in greater need of methods to reduce its impact
[17]. While prior studies have examined student engineers and
novice designers, beginning engineers present an opportunity to
examine the value of presented designs and their interference in
generating divergent alternatives.
In the present study, we conducted a large-scale experiment with
beginning engineers to re-examine design ﬁxation within the classic
Jansson and Smith [9] paradigm. While their studies of novice and
expert engineers showed that providing an initial example solution
resulted in more frequent ﬁxation, their comparison was a control
group where no example was presented. But what if these engineers
in the control group also ﬁxated on an initial example? Their own
self-generated examples may serve as an alternative source for ﬁxation. Studies have shown that designers prefer their own initial
designs, giving them higher rankings than solutions created by
others [3,18]. Thus, we hypothesized that in an idea generation
session (as in the Janssen and Smith [9] paradigm), providing no
example (in the control group) may result in initial example ﬁxation
arising from the designer’s self-generated initial concept.
If so, methods to mitigate the effects of design ﬁxation are even
more important; thus, we included an additional idea generation
phase where an ideation tool, design heuristics, was provided to
determine whether ﬁxation observed in the ﬁrst phase could be
reduced. Other studies have shown that ﬁxation can be reduced
through the use of idea generation supports, such as analogy after
a delay [15,16]. In our experiment, students worked alone to generate designs in an initial individual brainstorming phase either with
or without a provided example as in Ref. [9]; then, all students
went directly on to complete a second idea generation phase
where they used a prompt-based generation tool, design heuristics
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[19,20] to spur the creation of new designs. We hypothesized that
the design heuristics ideation tool could mitigate the effects of ﬁxation on initial examples.

Background

Expertise and Fixation. Fixation has also been documented in
professional design practice [6,26–28]; for example, Condoor and
Lavoie [8] found no differences in ﬁxation occurrences between
expert and novice designers, and Kim and Ryu [29] found experts
were even more prone to ﬁxation than novices [29]. In case
studies of professional architectural design, Rowe [30] observed
that initial design ideas appeared to dominate, suggesting a preference for repairing an existing concept (even if further effort is
required) rather than starting again with a new one. Protocol
studies of experienced mechanical engineering designers also
found they typically pursue only a single design concept [3]. Ball
et al. [4] documented ﬁxation with senior student engineers in a longitudinal study and observed “…ﬁxation on initial concepts and the
attempt to make them satisfy the problem requirements whatever
the eventual cognitive cost.” However, ﬁxation may not necessarily
be negative; for example, the narrowing of search seen in ﬁxation
may lead to higher quality and more novel proposed concepts by
encouraging a narrower and deeper search [31]. Cross’ [32]
review of studies of expert designers suggested a more focused
search approach is characteristic of expert practice. For example,
a study of expert software designers found they focused on one
solution very early and did not explore any alternative solutions
in depth [33]. With greater expertise, a designer may be successful
even when they focus on a single solution approach.
Like experts, novice engineering designers also appear to have an
attachment to early solution ideas and hang onto concepts even
when they realize they may be extremely problematic or include
major ﬂaws [3,4,30]. For beginning engineers (entering professional school) and novices (those in their ﬁrst 2 years of study), ﬁxation may be an even larger threat than for experts because their
inexperience in generating designs may increase the perceived
value of known solutions. Engineering students have limited idea
generation strategies to support exploring alternative solution concepts [5,34]. Engineering students may also prefer their own early
ideas, and Rowe [30] documented that their concepts were often
minor variations on the same initial idea. Engineering students
may be unaware of strategies to support the exploration of other
solutions different from their initial ideas [5,34]. Fixation may
also take the form of false assumptions, perceived (invalid) limitations, feeling overwhelmed, gathering incomplete or partial information, and applying ad hoc solution methods [35], all more
likely for beginning students.
Thus, techniques to help overcome ﬁxation in idea generation
may be especially important for beginning designers developing
101402-2 / Vol. 142, OCTOBER 2020

Fixation on Provided Examples. For beginning engineers in
particular, examples appear to play an important role in design
problem presentation. In instructional settings, examples play a
variety of pedagogical roles, such as making design criteria more
complete or concrete, illustrating qualities needed in potential solutions, and even simply conﬁrming that a solution is in fact possible
[37]. Examples may carry weight because they are introduced by
the instructor along with the problem description. When seeing a
provided example, research students may simply copy examples
in order to avoid unnecessary work [10]; thus, some design ﬁxation
may occur because students recognize the example as an existing
solution they can adopt and adapt.
While examples have been shown to cause ﬁxation in experiments with designers, researchers have also proposed that examples
can mitigate ﬁxation. Vasconcelos and Crilly [11] suggest that
example solutions may “inspire” new solutions, giving rise to “…
new ideas that… would otherwise be very unlikely to emerge”
(p. 1). They reviewed 25 studies exploring factors such as modality
of the example, number of examples provided, diversity, and
novelty of examples; however, ﬁndings have been inconsistent
across studies. Familiar examples produced more ﬁxation [38,39],
though Perttula and Silipä [40] found it also led to better design outcomes. Logically, the number of examples provided with a problem
should impact ﬁxation, but Perttula and Sipilä [40] and Dahl and
Moreau [41] found no effect. Sio et al. [21] suggested that providing
several examples could even further inhibit creativity and concluded that providing a single example is better than multiple ones.
While examples can be valuable to student engineers, in addition
to deciding which examples to provide, there is the question of
when to provide them. Sio et al. [21] concluded that presenting
examples at the beginning of solution attempts produces a larger
positive impact. Perttula and Liikkanen [42] found that presenting
examples in the middle of a design process resulted in the exploration of more categories. Vasconcelos and Crilly [11] suggested providing examples when designers are experiencing exhaustion in
their solution attempts. Other studies suggested examples are
more effective after designers reach an impasse (are “stuck”) in
concept generation [43], while Siangliulue et al. [44] added that
designers must also be aware that they are stuck. In addition to
these questions about whether and how to present examples to
developing engineers, the larger questions of how design ﬁxation
arises from cognitive processes remains undetermined [21,22].
In their seminal study of ﬁxation on provided examples, Jansson
and Smith [9] introduced a method for identifying design ﬁxation.
First, they showed engineers an initial example solution alongside
the presented design problem. The example provided was an
“unsatisfactory” concept, with concomitant ﬂaws pointed out in a
text description. Nonetheless, the engineers in the study (both
expert and novice) made use of the ﬂawed designs as models for
their own concepts. Across four studies, presenting a single, ﬂawed
example did not affect ﬂuency (the number of new designs created)
compared with a control group not provided with an example. Fixation was measured by counting the similarity of the example’s key
features within the new designs created by each engineer. Jansson
and Smith [9] found a higher rate of ﬁxation on the provided
example features and concluded that provided examples were a
major contributor to design ﬁxation.
Transactions of the ASME
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Jansson and Smith [9] deﬁned design ﬁxation as “…blind, sometimes counterproductive adherence to a limited set of ideas in the
design process.” Studies have shown that designers can ﬁxate on
pre-existing solutions related to the problem at hand [11] and on
more general prior knowledge [10]. Consequently, the term
design ﬁxation has been generalized to refer to any situation
where designers limit their proposed concepts by including
features from any form of pre-existing knowledge [9]. The cognitive factors inﬂuencing ﬁxation have also been explored, resulting
in a taxonomy deﬁning ﬁxations as unintentional or intentional,
and conscious strategies or unconscious inﬂuences on the designer
[10]. Reviews of this burgeoning research area have explored
how variations in cognitive processes lead to ﬁxation, and called
for further research to identify how ﬁxation on examples limits
the generation of alternatives [10,11,21,22]. Other studies have
examined ﬁxation in more varied design settings, including additive
manufacturing [23], information system design [24], and “in the
wild” [25].

their divergent idea generation skills. In addition, developing the
skills to generate diverse solutions requires an ability to identify ﬁxation as it occurs during one’s own idea generation process. With
awareness of ﬁxation, the designer can decide how to direct idea
generation efforts. However, if the designer does not recognize
that ﬁxation is occurring, they are both unable to consciously
focus on a chosen direction and unable to generate a diverse set
of potential concepts. Developing expertise about ﬁxation may be
critical in reaching a decision to “…scrap their initial design and
start afresh with a new design concept” [36] and improve solution
quality.

Later studies replicated ﬁxation arising from provided examples,
demonstrating their continued inﬂuence in subsequent concepts
[27,45]. Sio et al. [21] performed a meta-analysis of over 40
studies using Janssen and Smith’s (1998) paradigm, and concluded
that providing examples leads designers to spend more time exploring and developing more concepts; but, these concepts are more
often similar to the provided examples. As Crilly and Cardoso
[22] pointed out, such studies are now sufﬁcient in number that
several literature reviews have summarized ﬁxation [10,11,21] as
the consistent impact of a single provided example.

Journal of Mechanical Design

Our goal in this research was to re-examine and extend the methodology from Jansson and Smith [9] documenting ﬁxation on initial
examples. As in their study, we wanted to compare ﬁxation arising
from an example provided with the design problem to ﬁxation
arising when no example is provided. In this control condition,
we hypothesized that ﬁxation may still occur based on one’s own
initial design as a source. The ﬁxation from provided examples
and initially generated examples can then be directly compared.
This study design is based on Jansson and Smith [9] as the dominant
paradigm for design ﬁxation studies, as reported in a review by
Vasconcelos and Crilly [11]. Second, in order to examine ways to
overcome ﬁxation effects, we extended this paradigm by adding a
second (immediately following) idea generation phase supported
by a design ideation tool. This added phase can determine
whether observed ﬁxation can be mitigated by using the design heuristics tool for inspiring idea generation.
Research Goals. Our study used the same materials and
procedures as in Jansson and Smith [9] in order to make a speciﬁc
comparison of the two alternative ﬁxation sources in initial examples. The ﬁrst research question was: How does ﬁxation on provided
examples compare to ﬁxation on self-generated designs? Our
hypothesis, based on previous ﬁndings [9] and the well-documented
ﬁxation effects in the design literature [5,11,26], was as follows.
Hypothesis 1: Providing Examples Leads to More Fixation.
These prior studies report those who see a provided example show
ﬁxation in their generated solutions compared with a control group
where no example is provided (as in Ref. [9]). However, these
studies do not examine whether ﬁxation could be occurring in the
control group as well; if so, ﬁxation may arise from the initial
example generated, as reported by Youmans and Arciszewski [10].
Because ﬁxation on provided examples is so pervasive, we also
sought to examine ways to mitigate its effects. Our second research
question was: Can designers showing evidence of ﬁxation (from
either source—a provided example or their own initial example)
break away from it in the same session through the use of a
design ideation tool? While several idea generation tools have
been shown to reduce ﬁxation [23], design heuristics were selected
for this study as an example of a design ideation tool supporting
idea generation [64]. Design heuristics are empirically tested and
shown to be helpful in idea generation [64,69,70,72]. Our second
hypothesis was as follows.
Hypothesis 2: Using the Design Heuristics Idea Generation
Tool Can Help to Mitigate Fixation. We predicted that the ﬁrst
idea generation phase using individual brainstorming could
induce ﬁxation effects as observed in other studies; if so, continuing
in a second idea generation phase using design heuristics would
determine whether a design ideation tool could mitigate existing ﬁxation effects. Using design heuristics to prompt students to consider
more varied designs may improve outcomes by avoiding similarities to an initial example, whether provided or self-generated.
This would indicate that idea generation tools can be helpful in
reducing design ﬁxation in the same design session.
Participants. One hundred and twenty-two male (65.9%) and
63 female engineering students at a major research university in
the Midwest participated in the study. The students’ ages ranged
from 17 to 18 years of age (M = 17.9; standard deviation (SD) =
0.46). The students were recruited through a free, 2-day workshop
offered to incoming engineering students and were not compensated for their time. As this was an educational workshop, all students received the same training on Individual Brainstorming and
the design heuristics tool for idea generation. The original study
by Jansson and Smith [9] included 56 engineering students (25 in
OCTOBER 2020, Vol. 142 / 101402-3
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Fixation on Initial Ideas. Even when no example is provided, a
designer always has an initial example available: their own, ﬁrstgenerated concept. Cross [5] identiﬁed this self-generation source
of ﬁxation in settings where designers perseverated on their ﬁrstgenerated concept even when difﬁculties and shortcomings were
identiﬁed. Other studies identiﬁed a tendency for designers to
prefer their own initial concepts [18] and to hang on to concepts
even when they realized they were extremely problematic or had
major ﬂaws [3,4,30]. Designers have also shown a “sunk cost”
effect [46], where there is an early commitment to an initial
concept, especially when investments such as prototype costs are
involved [47]. Other studies have identiﬁed existing designs and
initial concepts created by the designer as sources of ﬁxation
[10]. However, no study has compared these two alternative
sources of design ﬁxation within a single study.
In both situations, ﬁxation on an initial example could be mitigated by setting quantity goals and engaging in broad exploration
of a solution space [48–53]. Setting explicit quantity goals while
brainstorming ideas have been shown to result in producing more
ideas [54]. If designers cling to initial examples because generation
is challenging, using generation tools as support may reduce ﬁxation. Previous studies have explored design-by-analogy tools to
support idea generation and shown that ﬁxation effects from presented examples can be reduced [15,16]; however, these studies
included a 2-day delay between an initial generation phase and a
second phase with the support tool. Is it possible to mitigate
design ﬁxation within a design session? And, which idea generation
tools might be effective?
In a report from an international workshop on design ﬁxation
research, Crilly and Cardoso [22] pointed out that induced “ﬁxation
is a good context for studying the effectiveness of creativity tools.”
A wide range of over 170 different concept generation techniques
have been identiﬁed (Smith, 1998), including analogical thinking
[55], morphological analysis [56], Synectics [57], questioning
[58], lateral thinking [59], conceptual combination [60], Scamper
[61], transformation principles [62], and TRIZ [63]. However,
few of these strategies have been empirically validated for their
effectiveness in improving the diversity of designs generated [64].
One idea generation tool, design heuristics (summarized in
Ref. [20]) was derived from empirical studies of product designs:
(1) protocol studies of industrial and engineering designers [65], a
comprehensive analysis of over 400 products [20], and a qualitative
analysis of over 200 concept sketches by an expert designer [66].
The resulting 77 design heuristics capture patterns of cognitive
strategies that guide designers in introducing variations into concepts [20]. These cognitive “rules of thumb” were shown to
prompt designers to consider ways to add variation into their
concept set; however, each prompt was also shown to be applicable
across different design problems and concepts, and even used
repeatedly to produce different concepts [65]. Design heuristics
have been shown to be effective for beginning, novice, and
advanced engineering students [64,67–69] as well as expert designers [70,71]. However, research has not yet examined whether
“induced ﬁxation” [22] on initial examples—both provided and
self-generated—could be mitigated in the same session through
the use of the design heuristics generation tool to spur changes in
the diversity of concepts considered.

Method

study 1; 31 in study 2) divided into two groups and did not include
statistical analyses of group differences. By including a larger
sample in the present study (n = 185), we were able to employ statistical tests of the factors (source of example, type of idea generation) in our study.

Fig. 1 (a, b) Example concepts provided for the two problems:
no-spill cup (left) and bike rack (right) [9]

Procedure. Students were assigned at random to one of four
95-min design workshops held in separate rooms. Two workshops
ran concurrently followed by another two concurrent workshops
with different students. Two trained proctors familiar with idea
generation and design heuristics led the workshops. In each workshop, students were given a large envelope including all of the
materials needed for the study. In a 2 × 2 experimental design,
each student was assigned at random to one of two design problems
(no-spill cup or bike rack) and one of two ﬁxation source conditions
(example provided or self-generated example). So, each student
saw only one problem and were either presented with an example
solution or generated their own initial solution. All four workshops
followed the same procedure and timeline for the study (shown in
Fig. 4).
Students worked individually in all of the tasks in the study. First,
students were introduced to the presented problem. Then, students
saw either a provided example concept or they generated their

Fig. 2 Example of a design heuristics card showing its deﬁnition on the front (left) and two
example products where the “redeﬁne joints” heuristic is illustrated on the back (right)
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Materials. Two design problems from Jansson and Smith’s [9]
study of ﬁxation on provided examples were employed in this
study:
No-spill cup problem: “Design a disposable, spill-proof coffee
cup. The design should be operable with one hand, durable and
should not include a mouthpiece or straw.”
Bike rack problem: “Design a car-mounted bicycle rack that
addresses the following needs: (1) Easy mounting of the bicycle,
(2) Easy mounting of the rack, (3) Cannot harm bike or car, and
(4) Must be versatile for all bikes and cars.”
For the example-provided conditions, each problem was paired
with an example concept sketch and a description of ﬂaws in its
design presented on a single page. This text read as follows.
No-spill cup problem: “Below is an example of a spill proof
coffee cup. Please note, the straw will leak when the cup is
rotated 90 deg from the angle shown. The cup will leak if squeezed
and the hot liquid emerging from the straw will burn one’s mouth.”
Bike rack problem: “Below is an example of a present day bike
rack. The bicycle is set in the rails and the vinyl coated hook is
attached to the seat tube of the bike, and then the hook is tightened
down by hand with a wing nut. One should note the difﬁculty of
mounting the middle bikes on the rack.”
The example design concept sketches provided [9] are shown
in Fig. 1.
For the self-generated example condition, only the problem
description was presented. Just as in the Jansson and Smith [9]
study, students in the control condition did not see any example
design concept or description of ﬂaws.
Separate concept sheets for recording each new design were provided. The top of each sheet included a boxed space for sketching,

and below it, a prompt was presented: “Describe the concept in
detail. How does it work? What are the unique features, mechanisms, and details?” For the second idea generation phase using
design heuristics, each concept sheet included an additional
prompt: “Did you use any speciﬁc strategies or Design Heuristics
cards? If so, write the number of each card you used. If you did
not use any, write “none.””
The design heuristics were presented individually on 3 × 5 cards
in a format shown to be effective in enhancing concept generation
in ﬁrst-year engineering students [19,65]. Each card describes
one heuristic and shows a graphical illustration on one side and
two example consumer products illustrating the heuristic on the
other (Fig. 2).
This design heuristic, “Redeﬁne Joints,” suggests modifying the
way that product parts are connected by removing, covering, or
changing the orientation of joints. In the product on the bottom
right, the chair back and seat are joined together inside an overwrapping fabric. This heuristic may lead to the development of concepts
that improve the visual consistency of the product and enhance the
safety of product operation.
The set of 77 design heuristics cards is listed in Fig. 3. Each heuristic is a distinct cognitive strategy to use in generating new concepts [19]. However, in our second hypothesis, we did not make
predictions regarding speciﬁc heuristics (shown on each card);
instead, we expected that any of the strategies could support exploration of more diverse solutions. Thus, and additionally for ease of
administration, the cards were selected at random into ﬁve subsets
drawn from decks of the 77 cards. Each student’s pack of design
heuristics cards contained 15 of the 77 cards. With only 30 min
to create new concepts, pilot testing found that 15 cards per pack
were enough to ensure students always had new cards available if
desired.
A post-study questionnaire presented demographic and other
reﬂection questions about the concepts generated in the study.

own initial concept on a colored concept sheet for the same time
period (6 min). Next, students were provided a short (3 min) introduction to idea generation, including a deﬁnition of divergent thinking and the goal of creating multiple, diverse concepts for design
tasks. The students were provided guidelines for the idea generation
phases that would follow, including to generate varied alternative
concepts and to sketch concepts without worrying about their
drawing skills. The instructors did not mention ﬁxation (or other
idea generation difﬁculties). Students were asked to draw, describe,
and number each of their concepts on a different (white) concept
sheet to record each idea.
Then, students began the ﬁrst phase of idea generation using individual brainstorming. A short (3 min) introduction to brainstorming
(based on Ref. [73]) presented steps as described in Fogler and
LeBlanc [37] but modiﬁed for an individual designer:
(1) postpone and withhold your judgment of ideas
(2) encourage wild and exaggerated ideas
(3) quantity counts at this stage—not quality

(4) build consecutively on your ideas
(5) every idea has equal worth.
Students practiced this idea generation method on a practice
problem (“design a seating device”) for 3 min. Then, students
were asked to create concepts for their assigned design problem
using individual brainstorming for 30 min. Students were free to
follow the Individual Brainstorming method presented or to use
another method (such as natural ideation).
Next, a second idea generation phase took place using design
heuristics. A short (10 min) lesson explained how to use the
design heuristics cards to generate new concepts for a design
problem. The instructors discussed the card format, front and
back, and students were encouraged to select and combine heuristics as they wished. The students practiced using heuristics to
“design a seating device.” Then, students worked individually
with a packet of 15 cards to generate more concepts for their
original problem (30 min). Students were free to follow the
design heuristics method or to use their own method. Students

Fig. 4 Schematic of study procedure showing common steps. Half of the students were provided with an example concept, while others generated their own initial concept.
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Fig. 3 The 77 design heuristics card titles used as prompts in the second idea generation phase

were also asked to indicate on each concept sheet whether they had
used any of the design heuristics, and which ones by number
(shown on each card).
At the conclusion of the second phase of idea generation, each
student completed a ﬁnal questionnaire (10 min) where they
assessed their concepts and answered some open-ended demographic and reﬂection questions.

Results
Hypothesis 1: Providing Examples Leads to More Fixation.
A ﬁrst comparison mirrors that in Jansson and Smith’s [9] study:
Do students in the provided example condition show evidence of
ﬁxation on the example? Jansson and Smith [9] compared
concept similarity to an example that was provided to one group
and withheld from the control group. In study 1 (the Bike Rack

Fig. 5 Three example concepts for the “no-spill cup” problem from students who saw the provided example: (left) a small change to the provided example in a “Button [that] shifts tube to
align with opening;” (middle) changes straw to a spiral limiting spills when tipped; (right)
using the Design Heuristic “Flatten,” a different means of preventing spills uses accordion
folds: “The lid ﬂattens so it meets the liquid section”

101402-6 / Vol. 142, OCTOBER 2020
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Measuring Fixation. Each student’s concept set (n = 166) was
coded for ﬂuency (the number of different concepts generated in
each phase). Nineteen students’ concept sets (17 male; 2 female)
were removed from the analyses because students failed to follow
instructions or the completed concepts were illegible or
uninterpretable.
Fixation studies often use a “degree of copying” approach to
scoring [13], where repetitions of speciﬁc elements from the provided example are counted [6,28,74]. Jansson and Smith [9]
deﬁned ﬁxation for the no-spill cup problem as including “a straw
“or “a mouthpiece” (see Fig. 1) (as in the provided example
design) and reported the example-provided group created 16%
more “straw” designs and 29% more “mouthpiece” designs compared with the control group (Study 3). Jansson and Smith [9] did
not provide statistical comparisons in their report.
For the present study, this approach was not possible because students in the two groups had different initial examples and therefore
a different set of design elements that may be repeated. If, for
example, an initial concept a student created had no mouthpiece
or straw, scoring for those elements cannot detect other ﬁxation
that may have occurred. In addition, the “degree of copying”
approach may fail to capture deeper conceptual, form-based, or
more general similarities between concepts; and, deﬁning ﬁxation
as any use of “a straw” means counting even very novel straws as
ﬁxation. Example ideas generated by participants who saw the
example are shown in Fig. 5.
Vasconcelos and Crilly [11] document a variety of other evaluation metrics for ﬁxation in published studies, including “repeated
solutions” and ideas [28,45], “explicit linkage” and “new concepts” [40,42], timestamps and “non-redundant ideas” (e.g.,
Ref. [44], self-reports [6,75], and originality [25,76]. To measure
ﬁxation using the same procedure in both the provided and selfgenerated example groups, we used overall similarity judgments
by independent coders, following Chrysakou and Weisberg [45].
In their study, similarity was scored (0/1) based on the occurrence
of the same shapes, patterns, and features (e.g., type of car, roof of
the car, tire railings, attachment mechanism) when similar to the
example design. We selected this overall concept similarity

coding procedure because of the need for ease and consistency
given the large number of similarity comparisons (n = 1308)
required.
Two independent coders (a senior undergraduate and a master’s
student) experienced in qualitative research rated the overall similarity of each generated concept to that student’s initial concept
(either provided or self-generated). The coders were blind to the
study hypotheses, and blind to the idea generation phase (individual
brainstorming or design heuristics) for each concept set because we
removed the question and response about design heuristics use
from each concept sheet. The two coders worked independently
through each of the 166 concept sets in a randomized order and analyzed each student’s set separately. The coders were instructed to
provide a holistic rating for every concept in the set based on its
“overall similarity to the initial concept in the set.” For each student’s concept set, the coders considered the ﬁrst concept in each
set—either the provided example or an initial concept generated
by the student—and then rated every other concept in that set as
“similar” or “not similar” to that set’s initial concept. The concepts
from the two phases were mixed together and placed in a randomized order. The reliability of the coders’ ratings was examined using
Cohen’s kappa coefﬁcient [77], which reached a moderate level
[78] of agreement (κ = .456), suggesting that the coders’ ratings
are largely similar with some exceptions. Based on availability, discrepancies were then resolved by a third independent coder also
blind to generation phase and hypotheses.
The coders judged an average of 1.6 concepts (range 0–6; SD =
1.52) per student as similar to the provided example, out of an
average of 7.49 concepts (range 2–14, SD = 2.9). Overall, an
average of 28% of the concepts were rated as “similar” to the initial
one in the concept set, and only 12% (n = 22) of the students had no
concepts rated as similar to their ﬁrst (provided or self-generated)
example. We computed similarity ratios for each student in both
phases separately using the number of concepts rated as similar to
their initial concept (either self-generated or provided) divided by
the total number of concepts that student generated in each phase.

Hypothesis 2: Using an Idea Generation Tool Can Help to
Mitigate Fixation. We compared ﬁxation across the two idea

Fig. 6 The effects of ﬁxation source (example provided or selfgenerated example) and problem in the individual brainstorming
phase on ﬁxation ratio (number of concepts similar to the initial
example divided by total number of concepts per student)
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generation phases to identify whether the use of a support tool
(design heuristics) might reduce the observed ﬁxation effects.
Because the two phases produced different numbers of concepts,
we considered ﬁxation effects in two separate frequency analyses.
First, 72% of concepts rated as similar (to either provided or selfgenerated examples) occurred in the ﬁrst individual brainstorming
phase (n = 199; M = 1.2; SD = 1.2), while 28% (n = 76; M = 0.46;
SD = 0.45) were identiﬁed in the second phase using design heuristics. Since the individual brainstorm phase produced 62% of the
total concepts generated, it contributed a signiﬁcantly greater proportion of similar concepts than expected by chance, X 2 = 17.51,
p < 0.0001. Following an individual brainstorming phase where ﬁxation occurred in both groups, the use of the design heuristics generation tool during a subsequent idea generation phase reduced
ﬁxation on initial examples.
Second, we considered whether the individual brainstorming
phase differed from the design heuristics phase in the frequency
of similar concepts. We compared similarity ratios in both phases
for each student (the number of concepts rated as similar to their
initial concept divided by the total number of concepts generated).
We found that the brainstorm concepts were more frequently identiﬁed as similar to their initial example (M = 0.43, SD = 0.31) compared with design heuristics concepts (M = 0.28, SD = 0.35), t(165) =
3.33, p < 0.001. These results suggest that although individual
brainstorming produced more concepts, these concepts were also
more similar to the initial example seen (provided or self-generated)
than were later concepts produced in the design heuristics phase.
Fluency in Idea Generation. While our focus was design ﬁxation, we also analyzed the concepts with regard to the ﬂuency of
ideas produced. This allows for an exploration of trade-offs; that
is, when reducing ﬁxation through the use of an idea generation
tool, are other qualities disadvantaged?
The design heuristics phase resulted in fewer concepts generated
(520; M = 2.94; standard error (SE) = 0.11) than in the initial Individual Brainstorming phase (888; M = 4.67; SE = 0.11), F(1, 165) =
201.36, p < 0.001, with 76% of students generating more concepts
using individual brainstorming. This difference may be due to
fatigue since the individual brainstorming phase came ﬁrst. As
more time is devoted to idea generation, creative exhaustion may
occur, limiting the generation of additional concepts [79].
However, the students’ concepts in the second phase using the
design heuristics tool suggest they continued to generate successful
concepts, albeit at a slower pace. Only 12% (n = 61) of the concepts
from the design heuristics phase failed to list a speciﬁc heuristic
card as the concept source. Though ﬁrst-time users of design heuristics, students listed at least one design heuristic for 360 concepts,
and more than one for 99 concepts, suggesting they were successful
in using the design heuristics method. In addition, using this tool
may require additional time as the student reads, understands, and
applies the cards, taking time away from concept generation [64].
Even so, while producing fewer concepts in this second phase,
using the design heuristics resulted in fewer concepts similar to
their initial example.
Considering ﬂuency as a dependent measure (the number of concepts generated), a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA with a mixed design compared the effects of ﬁxation source, problem, and generation
phase. For both the brainstorm and design heuristics phases, the
self-generated example conditions produced more concepts, and
this advantage held across problems (see Fig. 9).
This ﬂuency advantage for self-generated examples was larger in
the individual brainstorming phase, F(1, 165) = 6.21, p < 0.05, and
with the no-spill cup problem, F(1, 165) = 6.12, p < 0.05. Finally,
there was no three-way interaction (F(1, 165) = 1.30, ns), with a
similar pattern of results across the two idea generation phases.
These ﬂuency results show a consistent pattern: Students generated
more concepts with the no-spill cup problem over the bike rack
problem, with their own initial example solution rather than a provided example, and when individual brainstorming over using
OCTOBER 2020, Vol. 142 / 101402-7
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problem), they observed more ﬁxation (58%) in the provided
example group compared with 27% in the control group (where
no example presented); in study 3 (no-spill cup problem), 28% of
concepts in the provided example condition and 5.5% in the
control condition were scored as similar. Their results support the
conclusion that more ﬁxation occurs with the provided example.
Since our study used the same paradigm, we expected similar ﬁndings, matching many other demonstrations of ﬁxation on provided
examples (see reviews by Refs. [10,11,21].
However, Jansson and Smith [9] did not examine ﬁxation on
initial (self-generated) concepts in their control group. When
accounting for potential ﬁxation to initial concepts, contrary to
our hypothesis, students’ concepts sets showed more ﬁxation to
their own initial concept (the control group—32%) compared
with those provided with an example (24%).
We compared these ﬁxation rates (for this ﬁrst individual brainstorming phase only) in a 2 × 2 ANOVA with problem and ﬁxation
source as between group variables, and the ratio of similar concepts
to total number of concepts per student (in phase 1) as the dependent
measure. This ﬁxation ratio was used to account for the varied
concept set sizes generated across students [16]. The results
showed a main effect of ﬁxation source where more ﬁxation
occurred in the self-generated example condition (M = 0.32, SD =
0.24) than in the Provided Example condition (M = 0.24, SD =
0.28), F(1, 165) = 4.4, p < 0.04. Contrary to our hypothesis and
the ﬁndings in Jansson and Smith [9] and other studies, ﬁxation
on a provided example was less than that observed when students
generated their own initial example.
The no-spill cup (M = 0.23, SD = 0.23) produced less ﬁxation
than the bike rack (M = 0.33, SD = .29) problem, F(1, 165) = 5.6,
p < 0.02. The no-spill cup problem may have been easier for students due to their greater familiarity with the product. There was
no observed interaction between example condition and problem,
F(1, 165) < 1, ns (see Fig. 6).
Examples of ideas developed when provided the example solution are shown in Fig. 7 and examples of ideas developed when participants generated a ﬁrst idea are shown in Fig. 8.
Because both groups demonstrated substantial ﬁxation on their
initial examples (from 19% to 38%), a second idea generation
phase offered the opportunity to observe whether ﬁxation from
either source could be mitigated.

design heuristics. Each of these independent variables contributed
separately and in combination to inﬂuence ﬂuency in concept
generation.

Discussion
We summarize our ﬁndings by addressing the effects of each
factor included in the experiment. First, the source of the initial
example solution (whether it was self-generated or provided with
the problem) affected ﬁxation: Seeing a provided example solution
led to less ﬁxation than observed when students generated their own
initial example. The students who self-generated examples produced more concepts than those provided with an example;
however, more of the self-generated concepts were similar to the
initial example, an index of greater ﬁxation. Those provided with
an example along with the problem were actually less ﬁxated on
it compared with the ﬁxation observed in the control group. This
pattern of results was robust, observed across two idea generation
methods (individual brainstorming and design heuristics) and two
problem contexts (no-spill cup and bike rack problems).
Previous studies [9,11] observed a higher ﬁxation rate with provided examples compared with a control condition where no
example was provided; however, these studies did not include a
measure of ﬁxation on the ﬁrst-generated solution in the control
group; as a result, these studies may have underestimated ﬁxation
occurring in the control condition. The body of evidence for ﬁxation
effects from provided examples appears deﬁnitive [11,21];
however, provided example ﬁxation may be much less pervasive
than ﬁxation arising from one’s own initial concept. Prior studies
have identiﬁed a bias in favor of designers’ own initial ideas [18],
101402-8 / Vol. 142, OCTOBER 2020

and the negative impact of initial ideas on selection preferences
has been demonstrated [10]. Our results suggest it is important to
consider how this “ﬁrst idea” bias may impact idea generation outcomes whether or not example solutions are provided.
Second, following a ﬁrst idea generation phase with identiﬁed
ﬁxation effects, students’ use of the design heuristics method successfully reduced ﬁxation to initial examples. The results showed
that fewer concepts were judged as similar to either the example
or ﬁrst idea generated when students used the design heuristics
tool to support idea generation. This may be because generation
support tools such as morphological analysis [80] and design heuristics [65] have been shown to increase the diversity of ideas
[64], moving designers away from ideas already proposed
(whether an example idea or an initial idea). These ﬁndings
suggest that using an idea generation tool, such as design heuristics
can help in moving designers away from ﬁxation on their initial
ideas to consider alternatives. Across both design problem contexts,
design heuristics supported a shift away from existing ﬁxation tendencies, with students generating less similar ideas than when individual brainstorming. This ﬁnding adds to prior demonstrations of
the beneﬁts of idea generation tools in mitigating ﬁxation [15,16]
by showing that introducing a tool support phase following ﬁxation
can mitigate it within the same session.
These ﬁndings allow the re-examination of conclusions from
the seminal Jansson and Smith [9] study. While their ﬁndings
showed more ﬁxation with a provided example, no comparison
with self-generated examples was performed. In this study, comparing these two potential sources of ﬁxation showed that selfgenerated examples resulted in more ﬁxation than provided examples. Many other studies have also documented ﬁxation on a
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 A student’s initial provided example for the no-spill cup problem (upper left)
alongside three concepts they created during brainstorming. The two on the right
were coded as similar to the initial concept (likely because they use internal compartments), and the one below it (using an expanded lid to keep the cup more upright
when on its side) as dissimilar.

provided example (see reviews by Refs. [11,21]) and others have
noted designers’ preferences for their own initial ideas [18].
However, our study is the ﬁrst to show that both provided and selfgenerated examples produce design ﬁxation in the same design task,
and that self-generation produces more ﬁxation. The ﬁnding that
generating an initial concept can produce more ﬁxation than provided examples suggests that replication and extension studies
and considering multiple measurement methods for ﬁxation and
idea diversity [11] may help to identify other factors leading to
design ﬁxation.

Fig. 9 Fluency (mean, SE) in idea generation across phases shows that students in the self-generated example
condition generated more concepts than those in the provided example condition in both individual brainstorming
and design heuristics phases and across both problems
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Fig. 8 A student’s initial self-generated concept for the no-spill
cup problem (upper left) alongside three concepts they created
during brainstorming. The two on the right (both using a
domed lid) were coded as similar to the initial concept, and the
one below it (with a narrow neck) as dissimilar.

Limitations. While our experimental design allowed inferences
about causes of ﬁxation, conducting a study of this scale involves
trade-offs in ecological validity. Design tasks in the world typically
involve much longer time spans, multiple idea generation sessions
distributed in time, working within teams of other designers,
and addressing more complex and more contextualized design
problems; certainly, all of these factors are likely to inﬂuence ﬁxation [22].
We also gave explicit instructions on individual brainstorming to
all participants following Osborn’s original description [73];
because these suggestions include “Build upon earlier ideas,” it is
possible students felt encouraged to use the initial example as a
basis for later concepts. Only one design ideation tool (design heuristics) was tested due to the need to provide equivalent educational
experiences across students attending the workshop and the limited
time available. Other design tools that support idea generation
through exposure to external cues (rather than relying on the designers’ memory as in brainstorming) may work well to relieve existing
ﬁxation, such as design-by-analogy [15,16]. There is growing evidence that some speciﬁc idea generation methods are more effective
than others [64]. Further studies are needed to identify the cognitive
processes involved in successfully generating diverse ideas in the
presence of existing ﬁxation, impact on reducing design ﬁxation.
Other studies have documented ways to reduce ﬁxation through
the use of other idea generation techniques [16,22].
An additional constraint in our study was replicating the paradigm
from Jansson and Smith [9] in order to compare ﬁxation from provided examples to that of a control group. To do so, all participants
completed the individual brainstorming phase ﬁrst using a similar
procedure to Jansson and Smith [9]. The second idea generation
phase was added on with the intent of determining whether design
tools like design heuristics can help to overcome existing ﬁxation.
Because this design tool phase always followed brainstorming, this
ordering limits possible comparisons. The second idea generation
phase occurred further removed in time from the exposure to the
initial example; as a consequence, memory and ﬁxation on the
initial example may have faded. Participants may have felt more
“warmed up” by the second phase and performed better; or, they
may have felt more fatigue, leading to generating fewer solutions.
And, having already generated designs in the ﬁrst phase, lower output
resulted in the design heuristics phase. Gray et al. [79] found that providing an initial period where students can “exhaust” their own ideas
followed by use of generation tools enhances idea generation.

Implications. Studies of design ﬁxation have burgeoned since
Jansson and Smith’s [9] seminal study, and identiﬁcation of
sources, cognitive processes, and design settings impacting ﬁxation
continue to develop [11,21]. The results of the present study provide
two concrete suggestions. First, including an example solution with
the design problem may serve to reduce ﬁxation that arises when
not presented; without one, generating your own initial example
may promote “falling in love” with it [18]. Without a provided
example, students in our study created more new concepts, but
more of them were similar to the ﬁrst example they themselves
had generated. Perhaps the introduction of a concept from an
outside source—not one you created—motivates a search for new
ideas. Further studies are needed to compare how these factors contribute to cognitive limitations observed in idea generation [21,22].
Second, as proposed by Crilly and Cardoso [22], turning to a different idea generation approach may help to reduce ﬁxation by
“restarting” idea generation. Design heuristics was a new tool for
these students, but they were able to make use of it with minimal
training to continue adding new solutions to their concept sets.
Changing the idea generation tool may also help with idea “exhaustion” by punctuating the session with differing approaches to idea
generation [79]. Our results suggest that design heuristics are a
helpful and accessible method for overcoming existing ﬁxation
within the same design session. Other interventions and design
tools during idea generation may hold similar potential for shifting
designers from ﬁxation toward more variety in the concepts
created [22].
For designers, increasing awareness of the potential for ﬁxation
on initial examples (both provided and self-generated) appears
important in improving the generation of diverse concept sets. If
designers are aware of the impact of initial examples on later
designs, they may choose to take steps (such as making use of an
101402-10 / Vol. 142, OCTOBER 2020

idea generation tool) to break ﬁxation. These ﬁndings suggest learning to recognize one’s own ﬁxation may be an important metacognitive skill in managing the search for creative outcomes in design.

Conclusions
Since Jansson and Smith’s [9] seminal study, design ﬁxation has
been demonstrated as a pervasive problem in engineering design
[11,21,22]. Design problems are often presented with example solutions in educational settings in order to ensure that important information is understood (such as design requirements, concrete
implementations, or simply existence proofs of solution), particularly with beginning and novice engineers. While extensive
research has demonstrated ﬁxation arising from a provided
example solution, the results of this study demonstrated that ﬁxation
from one’s own initial idea may be an even bigger problem.
Without a provided example, a ﬁrst concept created by the designer
may take on a special prominence and lead to ﬁxation. While ﬁxation on initial examples appears even more ubiquitous than
expected, our study showed that ﬁxation effects can be reduced
through the use of an idea generation tool added within the same
design session. Methods supporting idea generation through external prompts (like design heuristics) appear to be good candidates for
mitigating the consequences of ﬁxation, leading to the generation of
more varied and more creative designs.
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